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+ Complete package

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Communication-driver for S7-PLC

S7-PLCs and you need data in your PC or production planning system? 
 The S7-communication-drivers connect the office-world with the control-world. Be it
classic with a serial-port of the PC up to communication over the network. Thanks to
additional adapters (such as S7-LAN), controllers without a LAN connection can be
connected to the network. Nothing stands in the way of communication with an
IP-address. On your PC for Windows as a DLL-file, for Linux as an object, you have tools
where you can access the data of the controls by calling up functions such as "ReadBlock"
or "WriteFlag". Tie for e.g. the DLL into your project and your application already has
PLC-access or simply access the data with Excel and process it in Excel.

S5 to S5

Coupling S5-controller with PD-port at S5-controller with PD-port via network



Programming of S7-PLC-devices via LAN

S7-PLC with PPI, MPI, Profibus connection, but data should be read/written via network?

 Ethernet-CP cannot be used because of the effort (hardware-configuration), price, space
in the rack, availability. Plug S7-LAN-module/MPI-LAN-cable into a free bus-connector,
assign the IP-address and the PLC can be reached via the network. There is no need to
invest any more effort. The adapter can be parameterized via an integrated web-server or a
configuration-tool. No changes to the S7-PLC are necessary to operate the adapter. 
 The adapter can also be used to implement PUT/GET-connections to other controls, but
the PLC-program must be changed for this. Other PLCs can just as well read/write data
from this controller via PUT/GET; nothing needs to be changed in the PLC program. 
 Automation very easy: Connect, parameterize and work.

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC

Access to the connected PLC takes place by coupling via Analogue-, ISDN-, mixed
Analogue-ISDN-, GSM-, UMTS-line and also via Internet with and without
VPN-security.



Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with MPI/Profibus with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S7-controller with S7-LAN on MPI/Profibus via
secure VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall

Data backup S5-PLC on SD-card

S5-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PG-socket and Ethernet
on SD-card


